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Acute Training Solutions
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) - Checklist
The checklist should be used when planning admissions and when reviewing service users in care homes or hospital settings.  
The checklist is to facilitate discussions about the quality of care provided and whether a deprivation of liberty, or restriction in 
human rights, is likely to occur or is indeed occurring.

Relevant Person’s details

Name PID

Questions to enable decision making

A) Is the person placed in a care home or hospital?

YES NO

Only answer the remaining questions if you have answered yes to the above question.

B) Is the service user...

...under 18yrs old? YES NO

...a detained patient under the Mental Health Act? YES NO

Only answer the remaining questions if you have answered no to the above question.

C) Does the person lack capacity to make a specific decision regarding:

Where they need to reside to receive treatment or/and care? YES NO

What they do? YES NO

Who they see? YES NO

Only answer the remaining questions if you have answered yes to any of the above questions.

D) Has a least restrictive alternative to managing the relevant person’s care needs been considered?

YES NO

If YES, what? If NO, why not?
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Process following the completion of this checklist

Is there a possible deprivation of liberty occurring?

YES NO

Is there a POVA issue?

YES NO

If yes, please raise an alert, if not already in progress.

Name Signature

Date DD/MM/YYYY

Address of team:

(Copy to file and to line manager)

This checklist is to be used as a guidance tool only.  It can be used by those involved in care planning, admissions and reviews.

Any deprivation of liberty occurring or likely to occur in a hospital or care home needs to be assessed on an individual basis.
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